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Abstract
The tropopause is a transitional layer between the troposphere and the stratosphere. The exchange of chemical constituents of the atmosphere (namely
masses of air, water vapor, trace gases etc.) and energy between the troposphere and the stratosphere occurs through this layer. We suppose that just
exchanges that are taking place at the tropopause heights are strongly influenced by the Global Change forcing. For this reason it is particularly urgent to
accumulate temporal data the most accurate possible and with a certain continuity series to understand comprehensively what is happening to our climate. It is well known that Radio Occultation technique applied using Global
Navigations Satellite Systems (GNSS-RO) is a powerful tool to detect the tropopause heights. It can be done working on the level 2 data provided by
GNSS-RO payload: i.e. atmospheric profiles of pressure and temperature. We
propose to measure tropopause using GNSS-RO level 1 data; i.e. the bending
angles (BA) of the GNSS signal through the atmosphere. We fit the BA profiles applying in the integral relationship of BA as refractivity profile of background the Hopfield dry model of atmosphere which depends on the fourth
degree of the height above the Earth. Through the layers in which tropopause
is contained, the residuals between the background model and the observed
BA have an anomalous trend. The residuals in this zone form anomalous
non-gaussian bumps that we have exploited just to determine the relevant parameters of the tropopause. Such bumps are due to the wrong theoretical assumption made by Hopfield for the re-construction of the dry refractivity that
the temperature lapse rate of the atmosphere is constant. But we know that
the definition of tropopause according the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is just the height where a sudden change of the temperature
lapse rate usually occurs. Thus in the present work we have determined tropopause heights with new algorithms which exploit the bumps occurring
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along the BA profiles achieved by GNSS-RO. We have used the huge amount
of data provided by several space missions devoted to GNSS-RO (namely
COSMIC, METOP, etc.) for tuning the algorithms, performed a validation
and provided a robust statistical soundness. The same GNSS-RO observations
are helpful also to reconstruct the Mapping Function commonly applied in
geodetic applications. Global mapping functions built with GNSS-RO and
their evolution in time can be an interesting parameter helpful for climate investigations as well.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
In 1996, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [1] concluded
that ‘‘the balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on global
climate.” The latest IPCC reports (hereafter AR5) [2] confirm this conclusion:
“Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of
the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished,
sea level has risen, and the concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased.”
These statements summarize the results of the investigation in a broad spectrum
of fields. The helpful strategy is the construction of possible observational climate “fingerprints” which can sense modifications due to anthropogenic causes
assessed after an extensive statistical analysis of their interactions with climate
observations. Thus further parameters and “fingerprints”, other than the classical study of surface temperature and zonal-mean temperature profiles, can help
us to single out human influence on global climate change.
It is well known as signals of Global Change are given not only by Earth’s
temperatures but also by a wide variety of other parameters such as the integrated heat content [3], Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent [4] or to other kind
of temperature-related indices: gradient of temperatures between land and ocean,
low and high latitudes or North/South Hemisphere [5]. Other kind of fingerprints can be considered the “Greenhouse Climate Response Index [6] and the
Common-Sense Climate Index [7] which take into account the coupling of temperature and moisture. This just to strengthen that a stack of a lot and different
kind of relevant climatic signals, not limited to the temperature only, can flag
coherently anthropogenic origin of Global Change [8]. Examples of statistical
studies using alternative detection variables include analyses of changes in integrated ocean heat content [3] and Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent [4]. There
has also been interest in various temperature-related indices, such as the temperature contrast between land and ocean, low and high latitudes, and the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres [5]. Other indices, such as the ‘‘Green302
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house Climate Response Index’’ [6] and the ‘‘Common-Sense Climate Index’’
[7], simultaneously consider changes in temperature and moisture.
One of the temperature-free variables that has not been still fully exploited for
climate change investigations is height of the tropopause [8] [9] [10]. The tropopause is the transition zone between the turbulently mixed troposphere and
the more stable laminar layers of stratosphere [11]. This transition is also detectable by changes in lapse rate and the chemical composition of the atmosphere [9]. Because the location of the tropopause can be defined in a wide variety of ways, according to dynamic, thermal, and chemical properties of the atmosphere [8] [11], it would be more precise to define the tropopause as a thick
layer of the atmosphere where the transition between the troposphere and stratosphere occurs. Stratospheric H2O vapour has an important role in the Earth’s
radiative balance and in stratospheric chemistry [2]. Increased stratospheric H2O
vapour causes the troposphere to warm, the stratosphere to cool [2] [10] [11]
and causes increased rates of stratospheric O3 loss [12]. Water vapour penetrates
into the stratosphere through the cold tropical tropopause [2].
While moisture-rich air masses are transported through this region, most water vapour condenses resulting in extremely dry lower stratospheric air. Thus
H2O abundance varies seasonally as well as the tropopause temperature does.
Other possible causes can be a direct injection of H2O vapour due to overshooting convection mechanism as well as oxidation of methane within the stratosphere [12]. In the 5th IPCC report [2] is stated that “stratospheric H2O vapour
showed significant long-term variability and an upward trend over the last half
of the 20th century, but no net increase since 1996”. In fact, the latest observations confirm inter-annual variations but not significant secular trends since
1996. The minimum temperature that marks the tropopause, wringing water out
of the tropospheric air; thus any air reaching the stratosphere from below contains very little water vapour. The vertical temperature structure in the vicinity
of the tropopause controls static stability and, therefore, determines where and
how deeply air will penetrate into stratosphere from below.
In the last decades the structure of global tropopause has been studied mainly
with radiosonde observations (RAOB) and reanalysis data from Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) models provided by the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). The tropopause reacts to other factors as well:
variations in solar radiation, atmospheric angular momentum, stratospheric
ozone and, last but not least, to the explosive volcanic eruptions. The observations have identified decadal-timescale changes in tropopause height as explained in [13]. The evidence is that an increase in the height of the tropopause
over the last several decades or longer, confirmed both by the ground observations in the tropics [8], or in tropical averages from reanalysis [14]. The coupling
of such tropopause low frequency variations with changes in distribution of
ozone through the stratosphere, confirms the reliability of such detected evidences [15]. The annual and inter-annual variations in the altitude of the tropi303
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cal tropopause are correlated with atmospheric angular momentum [9] [15]. So
it has been widely demonstrated by more authors [10] [16] [17] that changes in
the altitude of the tropopause caused by cooling in the stratosphere and warming in the troposphere [18] may be a sensitive indicator of anthropogenic climate
change.
Studies since the 5th IPCC report [2] confirm the increase in tropopause
height [19]. For tropical tropopause temperatures, studies based on radiosonde
data and reanalyses partly support a cooling between the 1990s and the early
2000s [20] [21], but uncertainties in long-term trends of the tropical cold-point
tropopause temperature from radiosondes [19] [20] and reanalyses [21] are large
and confidence is therefore low [2].
In the last decade a huge number of GNSS RO data have opened very promising perspectives for a more refined monitoring of tropopause heights which, for
all the above considerations done, revealed to be a powerful fingerprint for climate investigations. GNSS RO indeed have been widely demonstrated the capability to retrieve the temperature and the height of the tropopause within an error of 1 K and few hundreds of meters respectively as predicted in [22]. The
huge amount of GNSS RO data mainly coming from the COSMIC space mission
fully devoted to GNSS RO [23], has allowed to perform detailed investigation on
the behavior of tropopause. At this purpose a special mention deserves the work
done [24] in which a time series of RO data 37 months long has been processed
in order to determine the time evolution of tropopause. The results of tropopause heights analysis performed by the authors [24] are reported in Table 1.
In the period from 2006 Sept. to 2009-Sept the variation of tropopause heights
increased over the North polar area and in the equatorial bulge. The average
trend in the equatorial bulge is of 1.4 m/yr but in the restricted zonal 12N-12S its
value is at a level of 2.2 m/yr. These observations performed with RO data confirm the trend experienced since 1978 about the rising of the tropopause cold
point level by 20 m per decade, cooling by 0.5 K per decade, and decrease in
pressure by 0.5 hPa per decade through the equatorial bulge.
After having provided a wide and deep frame of how tropopause can be considered a key parameter for climate investigation, in the first section of the
present work we will describe how currently the tropopause heights are determined. It will explain in particular the method to determine the Radio Tropopause
by GNSS-RO as proposed in [25]. In the second part we will describe the novel
Table 1. The table reports the results achieved in [24]. We plan to prolong the analysis up
to 6 years at least applying our algorithms for the detection of tropopause heights.
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0.1 m/yr

60N-90N

11.1 m/yr

24N-60N
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60S-90S

−2.5 m/yr

Increasing!

2.2 m/yr (12N-12S)
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algorithm we propose to determine the tropopause by GNSS-RO. Afterward we
will show the results of validation performed.
In the 4th section we will propose a new possible key parameter, suitable to
perform climate investigations: i.e. the Mapping Function built with GNSS-RO
observations. Finally some conclusions and remarks will be drawn.

2. How the Tropopause Is Determined
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1957 provided a definition
of MTs based on lapse rate tropopause (LRT), which until now is the only available way to detect MTs: “The lowest level at which the lapse rate decreases to 2
C/km or less, provided that the average lapse rate between this level and all

higher levels within 2 km does not exceed 2 C/km.” Using this definition and
realizing the importance of the tropopause structure for climate investigations as
extensively explained before, many investigators have studied the LRT using
GNSS RO measurements [24] [25]. It was realized anyway that in the tropics, the
cold point (CPT) is well marked in the temperature profile, and is more meaningful and relevant than the LRT. Thus in [25] it was proposed a method to
identify the CPT exploiting the bending angles profiles (hereafter BA) of GNSSRO observations. Looking at Equation (1)
dα
77.6 1  dP  P  dT 
=
− 
tan ( Φ ) 6 
dh
10 T  dh  T  dh 

(1)

where α is the BA, P is the atmospheric pressure in mbar, T is the temperature in K, h is the altitude in km, and Φ is the angle between radio ray path and
the radial direction. The variation in tanΦ with altitude in the range 1 km to 20
km is approximately 0.095% and can be neglected. In the atmosphere, the first
term in the parenthesis of the right hand side in Equation (1) is always negative
and can be taken to vary smoothly with altitude [25]. On the other hand, the
second term changes its sign from positive to negative from troposphere to stratosphere as dT/dh changes sign from negative to positive with an abrupt change
at the tropopause as P is a smooth function of altitude [25]. Thus, any change in
temperature gradient will be reflected in corresponding change in α'. At the tropopause, as the temperature gradient tends to zero, da/dh (=α') reaches a peak
followed by a sharp decrease as the temperature gradient turns positive [25].

3. How Do We Determine the Tropopause
We propose the BPV approach to retrieve humidity profile from GNSS RO observations without using external information [26] [27].
In the first step we adopt the Hopfield dry atmosphere refractivity model [28]
(hereafter Hf] to fit the bending angles from the outer troposphere layers; i.e.
where hT ≤ 250 K, up to the stratopause. We guess indeed that through these
layers the humidity content is negligible and the hydrostatic dry model of atmosphere work quite well. We outline that GNSS RO data are more reliable just
in these layers.
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(2)

The parameters of Hf, surface pressure and temperature P0 and T0, are estimated by a Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear fit applied to the cost function as
written in Equation (2).
where γobs are the observed bending angles, h⊥ is the tangent point and rE is the
Earth radius, hmax is the upper bound of ray tracing integration (namely stratopause) a is the impact parameter.
4

 hdry − h 
ndry ( h ( r ) , P0 , T0 ) = 1 + 10 N dry ,0 
 where Ndry,0 is the ground dry re hdry 
P
fractivity N dry ,0 = a1 dry ,0 and hdry is the Hf stratopause height [30]
T0
−6

hdry
= 40136 + 148.72 ⋅ (T0 − 273.16 )

In the second step, from the estimated parameters T0 and P0, the dry BA is
computed down to the ground by applying the dry Hf model. In Figure 2 the
measured and dry BA are compared for selected sites [27]. Just looking at Figure
2 it can be observed the existence of a bump of the observed BA (Δγ) (dark grey)
with respect the dry Hf model (light grey), just at heights where we expect tropopause layer(s). In Figure 1 are reported indeed two plot for two different sites:
the first in the equatorial zone; the II at mid latitudes. The bumps occur just at
different heights. Through the layers selected to perform the fit of Hf parameters
the behaviour of atmosphere fulfills the law of hydrostatic equilibrium but not at
the tropopause. Let us briefly describe the Hf model. The model is theoretically
based on an atmosphere with constant lapse rate of temperature. It treats the
“dry” and “wet” component of refractivity separately and represents each as a
fourth-degree function of height above the geoid (bi-quartic relationship). Thus
the ripples we have through the tropopause layers are due to the (wrong) theoretic assumption of Hf that the lapse rate of temperature is constant. This is not
the case. So the ripples are due to the inversion of temperature gradient which
traps the humidity preventing it overflows in the stratosphere anymore. The rippling is evident in every RO BA/refractivity profile fitted by Hf and it occurs at
heights strongly correlated to the latitudes of the RO events. The ripples vanish
when we adopt more refined models as shown [29]. Why there are strong reasonable grounds to believe that such ripples could be related to tropopause. Thus
we have extracted 4 different parameters to determine the tropopause based just
on the residuals between the observed BA and their fit with Hf model.
H ave = h * resα resα

is the average height of the layers where positive bumps

occur (red square in Figure 2); Hmax where we have the maximum value of the
residuals (blue square); H0 where the residuals start to be negative soon after

Hmax (green square); Hmin where the residual is minimum (gray square). Figure 2
shows where the four proposed gauges place the tropopause.
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Figure 1. Plots of bending angles. Dark grey plot represents the observed BA; while light
grey is due to the dry part of atmosphere as computed by Hf model. The first (RECIFE)
regards an equatorial site; while the second one (BREST) is retrieved at the mid-latitudes.

4. Results of Validation
We have performed a validation of the proposed tropopause gauges using both
GNSS RO and Radiosondes observations (RAOB). In particular we have computed in turn the CPT (hCPT) and LRT (hLRT) with GNSS-RO and the same parameters with RAOB (hCPT-RAOB, hLRT-RAOB ). In addition we have computed the
Radio Tropopause (hRT) applying its definition just as conceived in [25]. For the
activity of validation we have selected more than 2000 of GNSS-RO profiles
coming from COSMIC [23] and METOP [30] missions. COSMIC is a joint Taiwan-USA/UCAR mission which consists of 6 satellites fully devoted to GNSSRO.
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Figure 2. The figure shows the behaviour of the residuals between the observed and the
Hf dry bending angles (rad) through the atmosphere layers where we expect to detect the
tropopause heights (see circles in Figure 1). Red square shows the height where we can
find Have, blue where Hmax, green is for H0 and grey square is for Hmin. The behaviour of
the residuals as shown in figure is common to almost the GNSS RO profiles analysed
(~2000 events) for any latitude. For high latitudes the described features are not so sharp
as for equatorial zones; but the tropopause points described here showed to be still detectable.

They are capable of retrieving about 2000 of GNSS-RO events/day. The satellites have onboard receivers with a high gain antenna and open-loop tracking
channels [23]. The two METOP/ESA satellites A & B were launched in 2006 and
2012 [30]. They collect more than 1000 events/day and are equipped with receivers capable to track the GNSS signal in open loop model [30] at a very high
acquisition rate (1000 Hz). The two METOP satellites currently catch more than
1000 occultations/day.
In Table 2 are summarized the results of validation. Both the parameters Have
and Hmax represent quite well the LRT (see yellow boxes of the tables). The
agrement is particularly outstanding with LRT computed with RAOB (hLRTRAOB) which is well within the vertical resolution of GNSS-RO! The agreement
with Hmax seems slightly preferable but its scatter (see the II frame of Table 2) is
meaningful higher. On the other hand H0 is closer to the Cold Point Tropopause
(CPT. hCPT and hCPT-RAOB) and to the Radio Tropopause (RT, hRT). Also in this
case the agreement with RAOB data is preferable. The main drawback is
represented by the really high values of the scatter which could make unwise replace the CPT points with H0. The validation of the RT [25] has been an added
value of our analysis. The results shown confirm in an indirect way a good
agreement of RT with CPT as claimed by the authors [25]. The average residuals
between H0 and hRT are indeed very close to those with hCPT. The scatter of hRT
(not shown in Table 2), against hCPT and hCPT-RAOB is in turn of about 0.75 and
1.05 km.
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Table 2. The tables summarize the result of validation performed. The first frame reports
the average differences (given in km) of the tropopause heights computed with our gauges against those given by the current standard methods. The II reports the same kind of
comparison showing the scatter of the differences.

( H − h)

hCPT

hCPT-RAOB

hLRT

hLRT-RAOB

hRT

Have

−0.990

−1.275

−0.275

−0.147

−1.122

Hmax

−0.918

−1.224

−0.235

−0.143

−1.070

(km)

H0

0.711

0.365

1.654

1.726

0.677

Hmin

2.848

2.535

3.643

3.668

2.659

σ ( H − h ) (km)

hCPT

hCPT-RAOB

hLRT

hLRT-RAOB

hRT

Have

1.565

1.813

0.851

0.858

1.915

Hmax

1.601

1.874

0.994

1.087

1.970

H0

1.759

1.773

1.984

2.091

1.963

Hmin

3.370

3.178

3.858

3.869

3.135

5. Mapping Function
The GNSS signal arrives to the receiver from a direction that forms an arbitrary
angle with the zenith direction. Thus the most convenient way to model the TD
is to express it as the product of the ZTD and a Mapping Function (hereafter
MF). The MF is essentially a slant factor which provides the number of air
masses crossed by the signal through the atmosphere as a function of the elevation angle E. MF = 1 for the zenith direction; while MF = 1/Sin(E) for other directions, assuming the layers of the atmosphere flat. But the atmosphere layers
are not flat! Thus it was proposed in [31] [32] to express the MF in terms of a
nested function with the following fashion:

m(E) =

1
sin ( E ) +

(3)

a
sin ( E ) +

b
sin ( E ) +

c
sin ( E ) +

The coefficients involved in Equation (3) were initially retrieved with RAOB
with coefficients as function of some atmospheric parameters such as latitude,
the Day Of the Year (DOY) and heights [33].
In the last years it was proposed to use directly the values of pressure, humidity and temperature provided by climatological (the Global Mapping Function:
GMF) and/or Numerical Weather Prediction (the Vienna Mapping Function:
VMF_1) models as in [34] [35] to estimate the values of the parameters. Thus
the goal of our work was to re-estimate the NMF coefficients by using the huge
amount of data coming from GNSS-RO space missions instead of RAOB and/or
model profiles. In particular, we have used about 1,500,000 events since 2000,
exploiting SAC-C [36], CHAMP [37] and COSMIC [23] data. The way how the
MF is computed by applying ray-tracing technique is described in [33] [38].
Thus we have repeated exactly what it was done in [33] [38]. The coefficients of
our MTMF were computed and organized in terms of Spherical Harmonics (SH)
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as already proposed in [34].
n =? n

a (ϕ , λ , t ) =∑ ∑ Pnm sin (ϕ ) ⋅ ( C ( t )nm cos ( mλ ) + S ( t )nm sin ( mλ ) )
=
n 0=
m 0

b (ϕ , λ , t ) = 

(4)

c (ϕ , λ , t ) = 
In our case the big number of GNSS-RO observations collected up to now
have allowed us to extend the computation of harmonic up to the 18th degree
instead of 8th as in [34]. We skip of course the discussion of the advantage
achieved in using this new MF [38] for the estimates of station coordinates and
ZTD of GNSS stations. We would rather outline that the MTMF computed in
such fashion could be exploited as a climate fingerprint as well. If you look at
Figure 3 a meaningful different seasonal behaviour of MF can be noticed. We
like to emphasize that the intriguing opportunity to use the MTMF as a climate
fingerprint is given by the almost uniform and global coverage of GNSS-RO observations all over the world which cannot be guaranteed, on the contrary, by
RAOB observations. Essentially MF represents the number of air masses crossed
by the GNSS signal. The air masses crossed depends both by the atmospheric
geometry and by the optical thickness (essentially the density and chemical
composition of the atmosphere!). So the evolution in time of MTMF (not only
seasonal) could give us information about the atmosphere climate change.

Figure 3. In figures the value of the MTMF on global scale is shown.
The first frame concerns the first 45 day of the year, while the II concerns the period Mid May, June (two seasonal opposite periods). The
MTMF values on world plot have been computed for an elevation angle E = 30˚.
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6. Conclusion
It is currently well known the relevance of the tropopause as a fingerprint to
study atmospheric Global Change. The huge availability of GNSS RO data
thanks to missions like COSMIC or METOP, have made its measurements on
global scale easier and more precise. Furthermore it has been realized that atmospheric profiles other than temperature ones, e.g. refractivity or BA, could
make still easier and more precise the measurement of tropopause height. In the
present paper we have proposed indeed a new method to determine the tropopause. The method we have proposed fits the BA profiles assuming Hf as refractivity dry model. The model was built [28] assuming as constant the LRT. Thus
the layers in which tropopause is contained (i.e. where LRT is changing), the residuals have an anomalous trend. The “colored” residuals through these layers
form indeed ripples that we have exploited just to determine the relevant parameters of the tropopause. In particular from the residuals between the computed
Hf dry model and the observed BA we have extracted 4 possible parameters:

Have, Hmax, H0 andHmin. The first 2 parameters have revealed to be very close to
the LRT; while H0 is closer to the CPT. The activity developed have also provided, as by product, the validation of the Radio Tropopause [25]. Our work focused on the design and development of a method for determining the tropopause by using level 1 data coming from GNSS-RO observations. In the next step
we will apply our new approach for climate investigations. In particular we plan
to replay exactly the analysis performed in [24] but for a longer period of 8 years
at least (i.e. while the COSMIC/METOP and/or other source of data will be
available). Finally we have proposed to use the MTMF built by GNSS RO data, as
another possible climate fingerprint. Also in this case we plan to detect secular
variations of the behaviour of the MTMF which could be correlated in some way
to climatic change occurring on Earth.
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